
Friends and Family Test Results
Patients were asked to think about their recent experience of the service provided by Kingston
Health Centre and how likely they would be to recommend our practice to their friends and family.
During this period of time we were carrying out video or telephone appointments due to the risk of
Covid-19.

All the nursing staff are professional but also cheery and welcoming and in this environment
that is a real asset. I can not speak highly enough of the treatment I have had, particularly
the nurses and the reception team

Super efficient thank you, and even picked up my prescription for me which was
much appreciated

Dr Mike Forsythe was working hard with me in difficult circumstances

My GP surgery have been fabulous for me and my family

All round professional service. The doctor sorted my question straight away and then
called me back once she had arranged the medication

Excellent patient care

Easy to make an appointment with friendly reception staff. Sympathetic and caring
doctor who listened and gave helpful advice

Got an urgent phone appointment from reception and had a helpful consultation.
Pharmacy delivered meds a couple of hours later

It was our first ever video consultation with my son for an infected finger. The GP made
him feel comfortable and the whole process was so easy and efficient.

Thank you to everyone at the practice who continue to provide the same exceptional
service they always do under very difficult circumstances

I was more than happy with the service

Such a friendly nurse who was very attentive and caring

It was efficient and easy to use the video consultation. Very helpful.

Being able to have a video consultation makes it easy and convenient to get refills for
birth control. I appreciate this service and the GPs supporting it. Thank you

Call and pre text all on time, able to talk easily with the Dr. Actions already been taken
by the team in a timely manner. All involved very helpful

The doctor was very nice and helpful. Great people

Always very happy with Kingston Health Centre, people working there are nice and
friendly and helpful

Smooth running and lovely staff

Felt safe and the staff were great

The doctor was excellent – really understanding and helpful

I felt a high level of engagement and I will definitely go online for minor issues in future

Impressed with the way you could do a video consultation so easily and pretty thorough

Was seen for a blood test with no delays and safe environment given there is a
Coronavirus outbreak

Nothing could have been better, appointment bang on time, friendly competent nurse
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As always, everyone is approachable, caring, kind, helpful and polite. I have been with
the surgery for 25 years and this has always been my experience


